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Pardon the Paradox
Making Sense of President Trump’s 
Interventions in Military Justice
By Jeremy McKissack

A
rmy captain and attorney Aubrey 
Daniel III wrote a blistering 
letter to President Richard 

Nixon in April 1971.1 The lead prose-
cutor in the court-martial of First Lieu-
tenant William Calley, Captain Daniel 

had convinced a military jury at Fort 
Benning, Georgia, to convict Lieu-
tenant Calley for the murder of at least 
22 Vietnamese civilians in the village 
of My Lai on March 16, 1968.2 A day 
after Calley began serving his sentence 
of life imprisonment, President Nixon 
reacted to the public outcry against the 
verdict and ordered the Army to release 
Calley and return him to his apartment 
on post.3 In his letter, Daniel wrote 
that the President’s intervention had 

“damaged the military judicial system 
and lessened any respect it may have 
gained as a result of the proceedings.”4

Nearly 50 years later, echoes of 
Captain Daniel’s criticism of President 
Nixon could be heard when another 
President, Donald J. Trump, intervened 
in military justice proceedings. In just 
his first term, President Trump has in-
tervened several times in war crime cases 
brought under the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice (UCMJ).5 He has used 
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his pardon power to terminate one mil-
itary prosecution, ordered the release of 
an accused Servicemember from pretrial 
confinement, and directed the outcome 
of a military administrative board, all 
against the recommendations of his se-
nior military advisors.6 In total, President 
Trump has granted executive clemency, 
or pardons, to four Servicemembers 
accused or convicted of committing 
war crimes while deployed to Iraq or 
Afghanistan.7 His decisions in these cases 
have elicited widespread criticism from 
academics, journalists, and retired mili-
tary leaders.8

The criticism of President Trump’s 
war crime pardons has been partially right 
and partially overstated. The purpose of 
this essay is to analyze two broad critiques 
that have emerged from the military 
pardon cases. It begins with a brief factual 
and legal overview of the four cases. 
Next, the essay tackles the first main 

argument against the military pardons, 
which is that President Trump meddled 
in the military justice process and thereby 
eroded trust between himself and military 
leaders. The essay then addresses norma-
tive arguments against the pardons that 
claim they will diminish the military’s 
moral standing and authority and open 
the floodgates for Servicemembers to 
commit war crimes with impunity. In the 
end, the essay attempts to make sense of 
President Trump’s decisions, through the 
Jacksonian tradition in American politics 
and foreign policy.

The essay concludes with two rec-
ommendations. First, in response to the 
military pardons, the Department of 
Defense (DOD) should review its law 
of war policies, address any deficiencies 
in them, and implement regular training 
that highlights the “fundamental impor-
tance” of the law of war to the Armed 
Forces of the United States.9 Second, 

Congress should review the cases to 
ensure that military law and policy clearly 
demarcate the role of the commander 
in chief in the military justice process 
and that Servicemembers who report 
war crimes receive full protection from 
retaliation.

The Military Pardon Cases: A 
Factual and Legal Overview
The military pardon cases involved 
four Servicemembers, three from the 
Army and one from the Navy: Army 
First Lieutenant Michael Behenna, 
Army First Lieutenant Clint Lorance, 
Army Major Mathew Golsteyn, and 
Navy Chief Petty Officer and SEAL 
Edward Gallagher. Lieutenant Behenna 
received his pardon for murder in a war 
zone in May 2019.10 Several months 
later and on the same day, President 
Trump granted executive clemency to 
Lieutenant Lorance, Major Golsteyn, 
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and Chief Petty Officer Gallagher for 
war crimes.11 All four cases share simi-
larities. First, the four Servicemembers 
were either convicted or accused of 
murdering civilians who were out of 
combat. Second, the cases reportedly 
made their way to the President’s desk 
through right-wing media coverage 
and direct lobbying from individuals 
or organizations outside government.12 
And third, support for the military 
pardons split along partisan lines, with 
one poll revealing that 79 percent of 
Republicans and only 12 percent of 
Democrats agreed with Trump’s pardon 
of Lieutenant Lorance.13

The four cases are also factually and 
legally distinct. The parameters of this 
essay do not allow for a complete treat-
ment of the cases. What follows instead is 
a summary of the important and distin-
guishing factual and legal circumstances 
in each case.

First Lieutenant Michael Behenna. 
Lieutenant Behenna’s actions that led 
to his conviction for unpremeditated 
murder occurred not within the fog of 
war but inside the haze of a fast-moving, 
dynamic situation largely of his own 
creation while he was deployed to Iraq 
in 2008. After being directed to return 
Iraqi detainee Ali Mansur to his village, 
Behenna instead ordered his platoon to 
drive Mansur to a remote section of the 
Iraqi desert near the area of Albu-Toma.14 
Behenna ordered Mansur to strip naked 
and sit inside a culvert.15 Behenna 
then aimed his firearm at Mansur and 
attempted to interrogate him.16 When 
Behenna averted his attention momentar-
ily, he claimed that Mansur lunged for the 
firearm, forcing him to shoot Mansur in 
the head and chest in self-defense.17

At trial, the jury rejected Behenna’s 
self-defense argument, and he was con-
victed and sentenced to confinement.18 
On appeal, the Court of Appeals for the 
Armed Forces, the military’s highest 
appellate court, ruled against Behenna 
in a three-to-two decision, holding 
that Behenna had forfeited the right to 
self-defense because of his actions vis-à-
vis Mansur.19 One commentator observed 
that the court’s narrow ruling meant that 
the legal debate about Behenna’s right 

to self-defense was anything but “open 
and shut.”20 Furthermore, 37 generals 
and admirals, along with a former DOD 
inspector general, had signed a legal 
brief supporting Behenna’s self-defense 
argument.21

In announcing Behenna’s pardon, 
the White House press release did not 
mention the facts of the case.22 Instead, 
the announcement highlighted the unset-
tled debate about Behenna’s self- defense 
argument.23 The White House also noted 
that Behenna had the support of some 
elected officials and had been a model 
prisoner.24

First Lieutenant Clint Lorance. 
During his deployment to Afghanistan 
in 2012, Lieutenant Lorance ordered his 
troops to fire on three Afghan civilians. 
At Lorance’s court-martial, a platoon 
member testified to being the first to see 
three Afghan men riding on a motorcycle 
enter in “his field of view.”25 The platoon 
member did not perceive a “definitive 
hostile intent and hostile act” from the 
three men. Still, Lorance ordered him 
to fire without asking whether the three 
men had shown hostile actions, but the 
shots missed. Aware of the shots, the men 
got off the motorcycle. “As they returned 
to the motorcycle, [Lorance], over his 
portable radio, ordered the platoon’s gun 
truck to engage the men,” killing two 
of them and injuring a third. Afterward, 
Lorance’s actions seemed designed to 
cover up and disguise the circumstances 
surrounding the shooting.

A jury convicted Lorance of murder 
and attempted murder, among other 
things, and sentenced him to confine-
ment for 20 years. After Lorance’s trial, 
the government discovered information 
about the motorcycle passengers that 
perhaps could have been helpful to 
Lorance’s defense. One of the victims 
“knew someone who was linked to 
hostile action against U.S. forces.” The 
other slain passenger “was biometrically 
linked to an [improvised explosive de-
vice] incident” that had occurred prior 
to the shooting. Finally, the government 
somehow learned that sometime after 
the shooting, the wounded passenger 
took hostile action against U.S. forces. 
Lieutenant Lorance knew none of this at 

the time he ordered his Soldiers to fire. 
The Army appellate court reviewed the 
facts and legal arguments and upheld 
Lorance’s conviction and sentence.

Major Mathew Golsteyn. Major 
Golsteyn traveled a circuitous path 
to his pardon from President Trump. 
While deployed to Afghanistan in 2010, 
Golsteyn, by his own admission, shot 
an Afghan civilian and buried him in a 
shallow grave.26 Golsteyn suspected the 
civilian of being a Taliban bombmaker.27 
The next day, Golsteyn and two other 
Soldiers exhumed the body, brought 
the remains back to base, and burned 
them.28 Golsteyn stated that he took 
matters into his own hands because there 
was not enough evidence to detain the 
suspected bombmaker for more than 
24 hours.29 Golsteyn told investigators 
that he would not have been able to live 
with himself had the civilian killed more 
Servicemembers after being released from 
U.S. custody.30

Golsteyn’s actions came to light 
during a preemployment polygraph for 
the Central Intelligence Agency.31 The 
Army launched a criminal investigation 
in 2011 but decided not to prosecute 
Golsteyn for lack of evidence.32 Then, 
in October 2016, Fox News ran a fea-
ture about rules of engagement and 
interviewed Golsteyn for the program.33 
Golsteyn admitted to the interviewer that 
he had killed the civilian.34 Two months 
later, the Army began investigating 
Golsteyn once again.35 The investigation 
ended with Golsteyn being charged with 
murder, and he was nearing the start of 
his court-martial when President Trump 
intervened and pardoned him.36

Chief Petty Officer Edward Gallagher. 
A Navy SEAL and decorated combat 
veteran, Edward Gallagher was accused 
of murdering a wounded captive who 
belonged to the so-called Islamic State 
(IS) while deployed to Iraq in 2017.37 
After a firefight, Gallagher learned that 
an IS fighter had been captured, and he 
directed his unit to drive to the scene 
where the captive lay injured and barely 
conscious.38 After the SEALs arrived, 
someone got video footage of Gallagher 
kneeling next to the detainee and starting 
medical treatment. A hand is then seen 
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covering the camera. While appearing 
to treat the wounded fighter, Gallagher 
allegedly stabbed him in the neck with 
a hunting knife. Afterward, Gallagher 
and other SEALs took a photograph 
with the IS fighter’s corpse. Gallagher’s 
actions came to light when members of 
the SEAL team, after returning to the 
United States, reported them to the 
chain of command and Navy criminal 
investigators.39 At the end of the investi-
gation, the Navy charged Gallagher for 
murdering the IS captive and posing with 
the corpse.40

After Gallagher was charged, evidence 
came to light that he may have been 
intimidating or threatening witnesses.41 
Consequently, Gallagher was ordered 
into pretrial confinement in September 
2018.42 Gallagher’s family and legal 
defense team went public with the case 
on Fox News, which helped them garner 
support from some elected officials and 
President Trump.43 On March 30, 2019, 
the President intervened and ordered 
Gallagher released from jail and into less 
restrictive confinement on the military 
installation.44

The government’s prosecution of 
Gallagher gradually derailed. First, the 
judge removed the lead military prosecu-
tor from the case because of “accusations 
of prosecutorial misconduct.”45 Second, 
a key witness changed his story on the 
witness stand, testifying that he, not 
Gallagher, killed the IS captive.46 The 
jury acquitted Gallagher of murder but 
convicted him of taking a picture with 
the body. Gallagher was sentenced to a 
reduction in rank from E7 (chief petty 
officer) to E6 (petty officer 1st class) and 
four months’ confinement.47

When President Trump pardoned 
Lorance and Golsteyn, he also directed 
that the Navy restore Gallagher’s rank to 
chief petty officer—reversing the sentence 
of the trial court.48 The President, how-
ever, did not pardon Gallagher, meaning 
Gallagher’s conviction for posing with the 
captive’s corpse remains undisturbed.49 
Meanwhile, the SEAL command moved 
full steam ahead to hold an administrative 
hearing, called a Trident Review Board, 
to determine whether Gallagher, who in-
tended to retire from the military, would 

remain a SEAL and retain the privilege 
of wearing the gold Trident pin on his 
uniform.50 President Trump, nonetheless, 
swooped in once more to aid Gallagher. 
On November 21, 2019, the President 
took to Twitter to announce, “The Navy 
will NOT be taking away Warfighter and 
Navy Seal Eddie Gallagher’s Trident Pin. 
This case was handled very badly from 
the beginning. Get back to business!”51

Then–Secretary of the Navy Richard 
Spencer was not enthusiastic about 
President Trump’s interference in an 
administrative process involving the 
SEALs.52 Spencer wanted the board to 
go forward.53 He attempted to salvage 
the process by brokering a deal with the 
White House without first coordinating 
his proposal with Secretary of Defense 
Mark Esper.54 On learning of Spencer’s 
behind-the-scenes negotiations, Secretary 
Esper requested Spencer’s resignation, 
which Spencer promptly tendered.55 As 
for Gallagher, he retired from the Navy 
with his full rank and his SEAL Trident.56

Critiquing the Criticism of 
the Military Pardons Cases
One overarching criticism of President 
Trump’s pardons of Behenna, Lorance, 
Golsteyn, and Gallagher is that he 
meddled in predominantly military 
matters over the recommendations of 
his civilian and uniformed advisors.57 
In civil-military relations, the phrase 
civilian meddling denotes unwarranted 
or unnecessary civilian interference or 
intrusion in military affairs.58 By inter-
fering or intruding in military affairs, 
civilians risk undermining military 
professionalism, which chips away at 
the Huntingtonian model of “objective 
control”—a theory of civil-military rela-
tions that the military tends to favor.59

The notion of civilian meddling en-
tered the civil-military lexicon by way of 
Samuel Huntington’s book The Soldier 
and the State. Published in the 1950s, 
The Soldier and the State posited that 
true civilian control of the American 
military occurred through “profession-
alizing the military.”60 According to 
Huntington, civilian control increases 
with “the recognition of autonomous 
military professionalism.”61 Autonomy 

achieved through professionalization not 
only minimizes military power but also 
produces a political neutrality or sterility 
among military officers.62 Because mil-
itary officers have been entrusted with 
overseeing military affairs with little to no 
oversight from their civilian leaders, their 
independence to perform their duties 
as professionals reduces their political 
power and increases civilian control of the 
Armed Forces.63

Professor Eliot Cohen calls 
Huntington’s objective control the 
“normal theory” of civil- military rela-
tions.64 For his part, Cohen offered a 
competing theory to objective control 
that he labeled “unequal dialogue.” In 
an unequal dialogue, civilian and military 
leaders engage in frank exchanges and 
discussions, yet the final authority always 
rests with the President.65 Where Cohen 
pushes beyond the normal theory is in his 
argument that civilian leaders also have 
the authority, even the responsibility, to 
immerse themselves in military affairs and 
to constantly interact with and ask ques-
tions of military leaders.66

The Huntington-Cohen frames are 
by no means the alpha and omega of 
the civil-military relations literature on 
civilian control. But these two influential 
theories serve as purposeful bookends for 
evaluating whether President Trump’s 
pardons evidenced civilian meddling.

The military pardons cases often 
get lumped together and painted with 
a broad brush. A more evenhanded as-
sessment of President Trump’s decisions 
requires an understanding of each case’s 
procedural posture at the time of the 
pardons. The distinctions matter to the 
overall conclusion that President Trump’s 
interventions demonstrate obvious 
civilian meddling in the Golsteyn and 
Gallagher cases but no meddling at all in 
those of Behenna and Lorance.

To begin with, few constitutional 
powers are as absolute as the power of 
the President to issue pardons and grant 
executive clemency. Article II, Section 
2, of the U.S. Constitution gives the 
President the “Power to Grant Reprieves 
and Pardons for Offences against 
the United States, except in Cases of 
Impeachment.”67 Presidential authority 
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to grant executive clemency extends to 
Servicemembers punished under the 
UCMJ.68 With this in mind, we first con-
sider the Behenna and Lorance pardons.

Behenna and Lorance had been 
tried, convicted, and sentenced before 
President Trump pardoned them.69 
Their cases had received appellate review. 
President Trump did not intervene in 
the cases or direct military authorities to 
take any particular action with respect to 
them. The cases, therefore, were ripe for 
pardon consideration. When viewed as 
acts of Presidential mercy, the Behenna 
and Lorance pardons do not evidence 
civilian meddling. This, of course, does 
not mean that President Trump should 
have pardoned Behenna and Lorance; 
that is a separate criticism. Nevertheless, 
these pardons evidence much less med-
dling than do the Golsteyn and Gallagher 
cases. And it is difficult to see why or 
how the Behenna or Lorance pardons 
would affect civil-military relations. The 

fact that President Trump may have par-
doned Behenna and Lorance against the 
recommendations of his military advisors 
should not be too alarming, especially 
when viewed in light of Cohen’s unequal 
dialogue.

In contrast, President Trump’s inter-
ventions in the Golsteyn and Gallagher 
cases are good examples of civilian med-
dling. As for Golsteyn, he was pending 
trial when the President pardoned him. 
Granted, the President can pardon any-
one charged or convicted of a Federal 
offense at any stage of a criminal pro-
ceeding.70 Yet Presidents generally wait 
until trials have concluded, appeals have 
been exhausted, and sentences have been 
served before granting pardons.71 Months 
before President Trump pardoned 
Golsteyn, he told reporters that “it was 
very possible” that he would allow the 
trials to proceed and make his decision af-
terward.72 As it turned out for Golsteyn, 
nevertheless, he never had to face an 

actual trial, unlike Lorance, Behenna, and 
Gallagher.

The Golsteyn outcome is a bit of a 
mixed bag when it comes to civilian med-
dling. An argument in favor of President 
Trump’s intervention prior to trial rests 
on his authority as commander in chief. 
Under the UCMJ, for example, the 
President can convene or send charges 
to a court-martial, just like a military 
commander.73 By the same token, 
the President probably could order 
charges withdrawn and dismissed from a 
court-martial.

But President Trump did not exercise 
court-martial convening authority–like 
powers in Golsteyn’s case. He used the 
power of the pardon to put an end to 
the Army’s prosecution before pros-
ecutors even had the opportunity to 
present evidence to a jury. By doing so, 
the President tipped the scales of justice 
in favor of the accused and denied the 
government the chance to present its case 
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in a public trial. With his pretrial pardon, 
President Trump further signaled that 
he did not trust the Army to reach a fair 
and just result “after nearly a decade-long 
inquiry and multiple investigations.”74

A fair criticism, then, is that President 
Trump meddled unnecessarily in the 
Golsteyn case. Although the President’s 
intervention in the case was highly un-
usual, proponents could counter that 
he had to get involved given the Army’s 
handling of the case. Conversely, the 
Army’s delays in bringing Golsteyn to 
court-martial may have been the result 
of other factors, such as the availability of 
witnesses and the discovery of additional 
evidence. Even though President Trump 
asserted civilian control when he over-
rode his military advisors and pardoned 
Golsteyn, he should have allowed the trial 
to move forward. As it stands, Golsteyn, 
by his own admission, shot an unarmed 
Afghan, hid the remains, and emerged 
relatively unscathed.75

The multiple interventions in the 
Gallagher case, however, more clearly 
opened the President to charges of civil-
ian meddling. First, President Trump, 
reacting to Fox News reporting and lob-
bying from some public officials, ordered 
Gallagher moved into less restrictive 
confinement.76 When he was Secretary of 
the Navy, Richard Spencer claimed that 
the President twice asked him “to lift 
Gallagher’s confinement in a Navy brig,” 
which Spencer resisted before ultimately 
being ordered to move Gallagher to the 
equivalent of enlisted barracks to await 
trial.77 Journalist David Ignatius reported 
that President Trump even proposed a 
pretrial pardon for Gallagher, but Spencer 
talked him out of it.78

As commander in chief, President 
Trump probably had the UCMJ au-
thority to change the conditions of 
Gallagher’s pretrial confinement.79 But 
not since President Nixon’s interven-
tion in the Calley court-martial had a 
commander in chief inserted himself in 
a court-martial proceeding to the extent 
that President Trump did in Gallagher’s 
case.80 After resigning as Secretary of 
the Navy, Spencer wrote that “military 
justice works best when senior leadership 
stays far away.”81 Here, the President, 

at the behest of political allies, put his 
thumb on the scales of justice to help a 
Servicemember accused of war crimes.

Second, when the President ordered 
the Navy to reverse Gallagher’s demo-
tion, he committed “a shocking and 
unprecedented intervention in a low-level 
review,” according to Spencer.82 After 
the trial, Gallagher requested to retire 
from the military; his court-martial con-
viction and sentence required the Navy 
to determine his rank at retirement and 
the characterization of his discharge from 
the Service.83 These administrative issues 
are usually left to the military to sort 
out and do not warrant a commander 
in chief’s time or attention. Again, as 
President, Mr. Trump probably had the 
authority to commute Gallagher’s sen-
tence—that is, to reduce the severity of 
the punishment.84

The President’s third and final in-
tervention in the Gallagher case may 
have been the most problematic from 
a civil-military relations perspective. 
When President Trump learned about 
the Navy’s plan to put Gallagher before 
a Trident Review Board, he tweeted 
his disapproval. After Secretary Spencer 
resigned, the President expressed his dis-
satisfaction with the military’s handling 
of the Gallagher case: “I was not pleased 
with the way that Navy Seal Eddie 
Gallagher’s trial was handled by the Navy. 
He was treated very badly but, despite 
this, was completely exonerated on all 
major charges.”85

In a very public fashion, the President 
excoriated an entire branch of the Armed 
Forces and prevented the Navy from 
holding an otherwise routine admin-
istrative board. To be sure, the Navy’s 
criminal prosecution of Gallagher was 
not beyond reproach.86 In fact, the case 
was part of the basis for then-Secretary 
Spencer’s decision to order a comprehen-
sive review of the Navy Judge Advocate 
General and Marine Corps Staff Judge 
Advocate organizations.87 But the Navy’s 
missteps in prosecuting the case did not 
warrant such high-level interference in a 
low-level administrative process.

Even more concerning, President 
Trump’s intervention in the Navy’s 
Trident Review Board undermined the 

top SEAL commander, Rear Admiral 
Collin Green.88 Rear Admiral Green had 
made it a priority in his command to 
stop the SEAL community’s drift from 
Navy core values of honor, courage, 
and commitment.89 By preventing the 
SEALs from convening an administrative 
board, the President’s actions reportedly 
“angered many senior military officers 
and Pentagon civilians” and undercut the 
efforts of Rear Admiral Green to address 
ethical and disciplinary issues within his 
command.90

The Gallagher case alone risked erod-
ing trust between senior military leaders 
and the President. With each intervention 
in the case, President Trump seemed 
to vindicate Cohen’s theory of unequal 
dialogue in that the President received 
the advice and recommendations of his 
military advisors and decided to go in a 
different direction. Here, though, the 
cost of an unequal dialogue may prove to 
be too high and seems likely to degrade 
trust between the President and the 
military.91 And, as political scientist Peter 
Feaver has observed: “Trust is the essen-
tial ingredient for healthy civil-military 
relations.”92

Normative Arguments Against 
the Military Pardon Cases
The second and perhaps most damning 
criticism of the military pardon cases, 
broadly speaking, accused President 
Trump of being a “war crimes Presi-
dent.”93 This line of criticism factors in 
the President’s previous remarks about 
the use of torture94 and warfighting.95 
Critics have argued that the military 
pardons furnish further evidence that 
President Trump does not understand 
the law of war or the military he leads.

Although President Trump has made 
controversial remarks about torture 
and the conduct of war, his comments 
reveal something more fundamental than 
just bluster and bloviation. Rather, the 
rhetoric sheds insight into his underlying 
worldview and the reasons he issued 
pardons to Behenna, Lorance, Golsteyn, 
and Gallagher. To better understand 
the President’s aggressive views about 
warfighting, we must know something 
about the Jacksonian tradition in 
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American politics—a tradition that traces 
its heritage back to the sixth President 
of the United States, Andrew Jackson.96 
The Jacksonian tradition helps explain 
President Trump’s rationale for pardon-
ing Behenna, Lorance, Golsteyn, and 
Gallagher, why his supporters endorsed 
his actions, and why some critics vehe-
mently opposed the pardons.

The Jacksonian Tradition and the 
Trump Presidency. When Walter Russell 
Mead first described the Jacksonian tra-
dition in 1999, he posited that it would 
“continue to enjoy major influence 
over both foreign and domestic policy 
in the United States for the foresee-
able future.”97 With the ascendance of 
Donald Trump to the U.S. Presidency, 
Mead’s prognostication could not have 
been more prescient. As a candidate and 
as President, Mr. Trump has spoken 
“directly to Jacksonian principles of 
populism, individualism, honor, and 
courage.”98

Space constraints forbid a full pan-
orama of Jacksonianism. The picture 
would be incomplete, though, without 
juxtaposing the Jacksonians with their 
distant cousins, the Jeffersonians.99 
Fortunately, Mead tidily distinguishes 
the two schools of thought this way: 
“Jeffersonians join the American Civil 
Liberties Union; Jacksonians join the 
National Rifle Association.”100 On foreign 
policy, Mead asserts that Jeffersonians 
are more dovish, while Jacksonians are 
“the most consistently hawkish.”101 
During Vietnam, Mead loosely char-
acterizes Jeffersonians as being among 
those who dodged the draft and “sought 
exemptions and substitutes,” whereas 
Jacksonians, as they always have, “sol-
diered on, if sometimes bitterly and 
resentfully.”102

Jacksonian hawkishness extends to 
views on the conduct of war. Jacksonians 
believe fundamentally “that wars must be 
fought with all available force.”103 They 

are distrustful of international law and 
institutions and hew to an honor code 
that extends favorable treatment to those 
who live by the same.104 “But,” as Mead 
notes, “those who violate the code—who 
commit terrorist acts in peacetime, for ex-
ample—forfeit its protection and deserve 
no consideration.”105 Honorable enemies 
get treated honorably; dishonorable ene-
mies, such as IS and al Qaeda fighters, get 
treated as they deserve.106

Jacksonians “formed the core of 
Trump’s passionately supportive base.”107 
His brand of “populist nationalism” 
tapped into what Mead characterizes 
as a “truly surging force in American 
politics.”108 This surging force embraces 
“Jacksonian conceptions of ‘honor,’ as 
the Islamic State constitutes an inherently 
dishonorable adversary justifying the de-
ployment of all and any means to destroy 
them.”109

A final and important point about 
the Jacksonian tradition concerns its 

U.S. Air Force General Paul J. Selva, former Vice Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, departs after speaking to students enrolled in Advanced Ethics 
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instinctive support of the military.110 
The degree of support for the military 
allows Jacksonians to recognize that 
Servicemembers “on the frontlines 
protecting society sometimes make 
mistakes.”111 As Mead succinctly 

explains, Jacksonians, such as President 
Trump, firmly believe that it is “unfair 
and even immoral” for warriors to risk 
their lives only to have “their choices 
second-guessed by armchair critics.”112 
The Jacksonian tradition, therefore, 

illuminates President Trump’s philosophy 
about warfighting generally and explains 
why he supported Behenna, Lorance, 
Golsteyn, and Gallagher. His Jacksonian 
orientation diverges from cosmopolitan 
beliefs about limited war, international 
institutions, and application of interna-
tional law during jus in bello. “When our 
soldiers have to fight for our country,” 
President Trump has stated, “I want to 
give them the confidence to fight.”113 For 
critics of the war crime pardons, however, 
the confidence to fight does not neces-
sitate or contemplate warfighting that 
deviates from the law of war.

The war crime pardons serve as 
a notable flashpoint in the country’s 
continuing conversation about the way 
Americans fight and win wars, specifi-
cally, and the conduct of foreign policy, 
generally. Where one comes down on 
the military pardons cases likely depends 
on his or her ideological proximity to or 
distance from Jacksonian principles. The 
debate between Jacksonians and everyone 
else will almost certainly continue even 
after the Trump Presidency ends, but 
the criticism of the military pardon cases 
may have more to do with the Jacksonian 
view of warfighting than with President 
Trump per se. President Trump is, after 
all, a blunt, charismatic, and forceful 
manifestation of a venerable American 
tradition, not its progenitor. The beef, 
then, for many critics of the military 
pardons is with the underlying beliefs 
that brought them to President Trump’s 
attention and compelled him to act.

“Just Cause” as a Related Explanation 
for War Crime Pardons. A distinct, 
yet related, explanation for President 
Trump’s actions in the Behenna, 
Lorance, Golsteyn, and Gallagher cases 
concerns his views about the military’s 
mission to eliminate or reduce the ter-
rorist threat against the United States. 
The question arises whether Jacksonian 
support for aggressive warfighting and 
unconditional surrender equates to public 
forbearance of war crimes committed by 
U.S. Servicemembers. Available research 
suggests an affirmative answer.

A recent study by researchers Scott 
Sagan and Benjamin Valentino found, 
among other things, that “Americans 

Andrew Jackson, Thomas Sully, 1825 (Library of Congress/Detroit Publishing Company)
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were . . . much more willing to describe 
soldiers who participate in unambiguous 
war crimes as behaving ethically when 
they were fighting for a just cause than 
when they were fighting for an unjust 
cause.”114 Sagan and Valentino presented 
a group of subjects with a story about a 
country’s just counterattack, but with the 
added detail of war crimes. Particularly, 
the “just” side reportedly massacred 48 
women and children.115 Subjects exposed 
to this scenario were twice as willing to 
describe soldiers’ war crimes as ethical 
when committed as part of a just cause.116

Sagan and Valentino’s research design 
did not parse subjects by partisan political 
affiliation or ideology. Additional research 
could investigate whether Jacksonian-
Trumpian adherents are more likely to 
excuse grave atrocities in service of a just 
cause.117 But, as Sagan and Valentino 
concluded, many Americans “are willing 
to overlook acts of gratuitous killing by 
soldiers whose cause they believe to be 
just.”118 Along with Mead’s argument 
that Jacksonians are unwilling to extend 
honor to dishonorable enemies, this 
finding suggests that President Trump’s 
worldview envisions Servicemembers 
fighting with much more leeway against 
a hated enemy—a position that presum-
ably would find currency among the 
President’s most ardent supporters.

Finally, moral licensing may further 
explain why President Trump and many 
Americans give soldiers the benefit of the 
doubt when they perceive the military 
mission as just.119 Sagan and Valentino 
define moral licensing as “the tendency of 
individuals to allow past moral behavior 
to excuse subsequent immoral behav-
iors.”120 Recall an instinctive support for 
the military among Jacksonians, and it 
becomes more evident why they would 
tend to excuse, overlook, or explain away 
crimes committed by Servicemembers on 
battlefields half a world away.

Against the backdrop of the 
Jacksonian tradition, President Trump’s 
support for frontline troops and disgust 
for the Nation’s enemies further explain 
why the commander in chief picked up 
on these particular cases and why, phil-
osophically and politically, he decided 
to intervene in them. Moral licensing 

coupled with Jacksonian fealty to the mil-
itary could explain in part why President 
Trump and others were willing to see the 
actions of Behenna, Lorance, Golsteyn, 
and Gallagher in a more favorable light 
than did the journalists, academics, and 
retired military leaders who criticized 
the President’s decisions regarding these 
actions.

Of course, the Jacksonian orienta-
tion does not inoculate the President’s 
interventions in military justice against 
criticism. The Jacksonian tradition merely 
offers an ideological, as opposed to a po-
litical, explanation for President Trump’s 
actions. Criticism of the military pardons 
seemed to dwell on President Trump 
as a leader, when the greater cause for 
concern may be the school of thought 
that undergirds his views about warfight-
ing. The real and unsettled issue, then, 
is whether the United States wants to 
fight a war with a Jacksonian or someone 
else—because the choice is consequential 
for how Americans fight and how they 
treat their enemies.

Recommendations
Improve Law of War Guidance and 

Training. While discussing Richard 
Spencer’s resignation with the press, 
Secretary of Defense Esper remarked, 
“The case of Eddie Gallagher has dragged 
on for months, and it’s distracting too 
many. It must end.”121 When asked about 
Gallagher, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff General Mark Milley stated, “The 
case is now, in my view, closed.”122 The 
cases of Behenna, Lorance, Golsteyn, and 
Gallagher are indeed closed, legally, but 
the ramifications of these cases deserve a 
full accounting within DOD.123

After Spencer’s abrupt resignation, 
Secretary Esper directed DOD general 
counsel to “review how the department 
educates and train [its] Servicemembers 
about wartime ethics and laws of armed 
conflict.”124 The review will entail “how 
the department monitors, investigates, 
reports, and adjudicates its adherence 
to the laws of armed conflict.”125 This 
review is a meaningful and needed first 
step toward improving the way DOD 
implements the law of war in light of the 
military pardons cases.126

When the general counsel completes 
the review, Secretary Esper should share 
the findings and recommendations with 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The review 
should serve as a launchpad for clearer 
and more robust uniform guidance about 
the law of war. The Services should then 
think anew about how they train on 
the law of war. Law of Armed Conflict 
(LOAC) training must occur more 
regularly and more intensively, similar 
to how the Services now conduct sexual 
assault and suicide prevention instruction. 
Servicemembers need more than just 
another judge advocate general briefing 
about LOAC; rather, they must be 
brought into the conversation about the 
principles of military necessity, humanity, 
proportionality, distinction, and honor. 
The Services should draw on the factual 
scenarios from the military pardon cases 
and other war crime cases in military 
history to invite Servicemembers to think 
more deeply about ethics and morality in 
the conduct of war.

Lastly, the military does not and 
should not train its members to be killing 
machines. Machines are emotionless, 
unfeeling, impartial, and impervious 
to the psychological trauma that can 
occur from killing another human being, 
even if that human being is an enemy. 
Servicemembers are not automatons; 
they are thinking and feeling social 
creatures. Americans should not want or 
expect them to kill unflinchingly, reflex-
ively, impulsively, or wantonly. Why this 
should be so requires deeper thinking, 
from frontline warriors to strategic lead-
ers, about discipline and self-control in 
the crucible of combat.

Congressional Review and 
Whistleblower Protections. Strategic 
leaders should welcome the ongoing 
congressional review of the military 
pardon cases.127 They should be prepared 
to explain to Congress the law of war re-
forms they intend to implement. Military 
leaders will have to repeatedly remind 
and assure Congress that these cases are 
in no way being interpreted as a license to 
commit war crimes.

Senior military leaders must be 
prepared to delineate the protections 
afforded to whistleblowers who come 
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forward with allegations of war crimes.128 
A serious and unintended consequence 
of the military pardon cases is that 
Servicemembers may grow reluctant 
or unwilling to report war crimes for 
fear that their names will get dragged 
through the mud in the media.129 The 
mechanisms for reporting war crimes 
must be clear and understandable to all 
Servicemembers, just as sexual assault re-
porting avenues have been strengthened 
and clarified in recent years.

Finally, Congress may want to review 
Presidential authority in the military 
justice process. Congress, of course, 
passes legislation governing the rules and 
regulations of the Armed Forces, and the 
UCMJ is the product of this congressio-
nal authority.130 The commander in chief 
is an integral part of the military justice 
system.131 That does not mean, however, 
that the President should have absolute 
authority to dictate any or all criminal 
or administrative dispositions within the 
military. Whether a President should have 
the power to stop something such as a 
Trident Review Board deserves further 
congressional scrutiny.

Conclusion
This essay has not resolved the debate 
whether President Trump should have 
pardoned the four Servicemembers 
for their war crimes. The essay’s less 
lofty aim has been to contribute to the 
conversation about the military pardon 
cases through an objective assessment 
of two main ramifications flowing 
from them—namely, that Presidential 
meddling undermined the military 
justice system and thereby eroded trust 
between the military and the President, 
and that the pardons green-lighted a 
gloves-off approach to warfighting. As 
we have seen, the pardons cut many 
ways, paradoxically: They showed 
both healthy and unhealthy examples 
of civil-military relations, and they 
manifested through President Trump 
a persistent and venerable American 
philosophy about the conduct of war 
when waged against enemies perceived 
as dishonorable.

Returning to Captain Daniel’s letter 
to President Nixon in 1971, the My Lai 

prosecutor not only expressed his dissat-
isfaction with the President’s intervention 
in the Calley case but also conveyed 
astonishment at the public’s backlash 
against the result of the trial. “For this 
nation to condone the acts of Lieutenant 
Calley,” Captain Daniel wrote, “is to 
make us no better than our enemies.”132 
Captain Daniel got it mostly right, but he 
missed a salient truth. For this nation to 
condemn the acts of Lieutenant Calley, or 
Lieutenant Behenna, Lieutenant Lorance, 
Major Golsteyn, or Chief Petty Officer 
Gallagher, it must first learn to tame the 
beast within that strains against its chains 
to bring unrelenting vengeance—even 
total war—to its enemies.133 JFQ
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